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Non-uniform plastic deformation of micron scale objects
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SUMMARY

Signi�cant increases in apparent �ow strength are observed when non-uniform plastic deformation of
metals occurs at the scale ranging from roughly one to ten microns. Several basic plane strain problems
are analysed numerically in this paper based on a new formulation of strain gradient plasticity. The
problems are the tangential and normal loading of a �nite rectangular block of material bonded to rigid
platens and having traction-free ends, and the normal loading of a half-space by a �at, rigid punch.
The solutions illustrate fundamental features of plasticity at the micron scale that are not captured by
conventional plasticity theory. These include the role of material length parameters in establishing the
size dependence of strength and the elevation of resistance to plastic �ow resulting from constraint on
plastic �ow at boundaries. Details of the �nite element method employed in the numerical analysis of
the higher order gradient theory will be discussed and related to prior formulations having some of the
same features. Copyright ? 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments involving non-uniform plastic deformation of metals at the scale of a
micron to tens of microns have revealed a strong size dependence of plastic �ow. Small
micron-sized objects behave as if their yield strength is as much as two or three times that
of larger samples of identical material. The experiments include micro-indentation [1], thin
sheet bending [2], wire torsion [3] and thin metal �lms bonded to elastically deforming sub-
strates [4]. Non-uniform straining is an essential feature in the apparent size-dependence of
plastic �ow – uniform tension tests display no apparent strengthening with diminishing size
on similar sets of wires and sheets used in the torsion or bending tests. It is generally agreed
that the strengthening phenomenon is associated with excess dislocations that are generated
by gradients of plastic strain. Such dislocations are referred to as geometrically necessary
dislocations [3]. Over the size scale ranging from a micron to tens of microns for which most
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of the experiments have been conducted and for which there are many potential applications,
the number of dislocations is generally so large that a continuum formulation is required
to describe deformation. Various e�orts are underway to formulate continuum theories of
plasticity including those for single crystals [5–7] and phenomenological versions intended
to generalize conventional plasticity theory in the simplest meaningful way [3, 8–11]. Poten-
tial applications of the theories include structural materials with micron-scale microstructure,
MEMS, solder interconnects, and mechanical property determination at the micron scale in
�lms and multilayers.
In the present paper, we employ a recent version of strain gradient plasticity proposed by

Fleck and Hutchinson [12] that reformulates an earlier version [8]. While the new version
retains the essential physical attributes of the earlier formulation, it is signi�cantly easier to
implement within a �nite element framework for numerical analysis. The numerical struc-
ture of the new version is similar in most respects to the numerical formulation studied in
References [13–15] as a means for setting a size scale for shear localizations in plastic and
granular materials within the gradient theory of Aifantis [11, 16]. The Fleck–Hutchinson re-
formulation of strain gradient plasticity used here is a generalization of the classical isotropic
hardening theory of plasticity, J2 �ow theory, and it reduces to this theory when the scale of
the deformation becomes large relative to the material length parameters. The theory employs
a measure of e�ective plastic strain that depends on both plastic strains and plastic strain
gradients. In the most general form, the measure brings in three material length parameters
that determine the size dependence of plastic �ow. Included as a special case of the theory
is a version which employs an e�ective plastic strain measure with a single material length
parameter in a form similar to that proposed by Aifantis et al. [11, 16].
The constitutive model is introduced in the next section, emphasizing features that require

special attention in numerical implementation. The theory is higher order with higher order
stresses, extra boundary conditions, and additional conditions at a boundary separating regions
of plastic loading and elastic unloading. The possibility of placing constraints on plastic
�ow at the boundary with a sti� substrate or platen is discussed and illustrated by way
of numerical examples. Three basic plane strain problems have been selected to bring out
some of the essential features of plastic �ow in micron-sized solids. The �rst two problems
involve the deformation of a rectangular slab bonded to rigid platens on its top and bottom
faces and having traction-free ends. The traction-free ends give rise to non-uniform strains,
as do the boundaries with the rigid platens if plastic �ow is assumed constrained. These
two e�ects are examined as a function of slab aspect ratio for both tangential and normal
relative displacements of the platens. The two loading conditions di�er in that the normal
displacement of the platens produces high hydrostatic tension that combines with the gradient
e�ects to elevate the apparent strength of the slab. The third problem involves indentation by a
rigid �at punch into a rectangular elastic-plastic solid on a rigid substrate. The computational
results will stress the issue of the choice of the materials length parameters.

2. MATERIAL MODELLING

The material is modelled by a strain gradient generalization of J2 �ow theory proposed by
Fleck and Hutchinson (see Reference [12]). In this theory hardening e�ects due to plastic strain
gradients are included through the gradient of the plastic strain rate �ijk =(�̇

p
ij); k =(mij �̇

p); k ,
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where (); k denotes the partial derivative with respect to the co-ordinate xk . Here, �̇
p =

√
2
3 �̇
p
ij �̇
p
ij

is the increment of e�ective plastic strain, and mij = 3
2sij=�e is the direction of the plastic strain

increment, where sij is the stress deviator, and �e is the von Mise’s e�ective stress. A new
measure of e�ective plastic strain rate, Ė

p
, is de�ned in terms of three unique, non-negative

invariants of �ijk which are homogeneous of degree two: I1, I2, and I3 (see Reference [12]
for details). The positive de�nite measure has the form

Ė
p2
= �̇p

2

+ l21I1 + l
2
2I2 + l

2
3I3 (1)

where, l1, l2, and l3 are material length parameters which set the scale for the strain gradient
e�ects. The e�ective plastic strain rate can be expressed explicitly in terms of �̇p and �̇p; i in
the form:

Ė
p2
= �̇p

2

+ Aij �̇
p
; i �̇
p
; j + Bi�̇

p
; i �̇
p + C�̇p

2

(2)

where the coe�cients Aij , Bi and C depend on the material length parameters as well as on
mij and its gradient [12]. These coe�cients vanish when the l’s all vanish, or, equivalently,
when the scale governing the deformation is large compared to the l’s. The total e�ective
plastic strain is Ep =

∫
Ė
p
dt. A one parameter strain gradient theory can be formulated as a

special case within the present framework if we take Aij = l2∗�ij , Bi=0, and C=0 such that

Ė
p2
= �̇p

2

+ l2∗�̇
p
; i �̇
p
; i (3)

This version is closely related to the strain gradient theory of Aifantis [11] as discussed in
Reference [12].
The incremental principle of virtual work for the strain gradient plasticity theory can be

stated as (see Reference [12])∫
V
[�̇ij��̇

e
ij + Q̇��̇

p + �̇i��̇
p
; i] dV =

∫
S
[Ṫi�u̇i + ṫ��̇

p] dS (4)

where, V and S denotes the volume and the surface of any subset of the entire body, respec-
tively. The stress is denoted �ij , and �ij = 1

2(ui; j + uj; i) is the strain which is the sum of the
elastic strain, �eij , and the plastic strain. The work conjugate to the plastic strain is Q, and �i
is the higher order stress which is the work conjugate to the gradient of the plastic strain,
�p; i. In the integrand of the right-hand side of Equation (4), Ṫi= �̇ijnj, and ṫ= �̇ini denote the
traction, and the higher order stress on S, respectively, where ni is the outward unit normal
to S.
The stress measures are related to the strain measures through the incremental relations

�̇ij = Lijkl(�̇kl − �̇pmkl) (5)

Q̇= h(Ep)
(
�̇p + 1

2 Bi�̇
p
; i + C�̇

p) (6)

�̇i = h(Ep)
(
Aij �̇

p
; j +

1
2 Bi�̇

p) (7)

where Lijkl is the elastic sti�ness tensor for an isotropic solid, and h(Ep)−1 =Et(Ep)−1−E−1.
Here, E is Young’s modulus, and Et is the tangent modulus, which is evaluated at Ep, and
not at �p as it would be in conventional J2 �ow theory.
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The strong form of the �eld equations corresponding to the principle of virtual work (4)
can be stated as

�̇ij; j =0 (8)

Q̇= �̇e + �̇i; i (9)

together with the boundary conditions

Ṫi= �̇ijnj and ṫ= �̇ini on S (10)

The yield condition is speci�ed in terms of the generalized e�ective stress Q, by Q=Qy,
where the evolution of Qy is given by Q̇y= h(�̇

p + 1
2Bi�̇

p
; i + C�̇

p). The initial value of Qy is
equal to the initial yield stress denoted �y.
The strain gradient plasticity theory reduces to classical J2 �ow theory when the values of

the three material length scales go to zero.
The uniaxial stress–strain curve used in the present paper is de�ned from the following

relation for the tangent modulus in the plastic range

Et(Ep)=
E
n

(
Ep

�0
+ 1

)1=n−1
(11)

Here, n is the hardening exponent, and �0 =�y=E is the yield strain in uniaxial tension. The
resulting stress–strain curve for pure shear can be seen in Figure 2, where the lower curve
shows the conventional pure shear response.

3. NUMERICAL METHOD

The numerical solutions are obtained through a plane strain �nite element discretization. The
displacement increments, u̇i, and the strain increments �̇ij , within each element are given from
2k nodal displacement increments Ḋ

n
(k is the number of nodes per element with displacement

degrees of freedom)

u̇i=
2k∑
n=1
Nni Ḋ

n
�̇ij =

2k∑
n=1
EnijḊ

n
(12)

where Nni (xj) are shape functions and E
n
ij =

1
2(N

n
i; j + N

n
j; i).

The e�ective plastic strain increment, and its gradient, are given from l nodal e�ective
plastic strain increments �̇pn (l is the number of nodes per element with degrees of freedom
for the e�ective plastic strain)

�̇p =
l∑
n=1
Mn�̇pn �̇p; i=

l∑
n=1
Mn
; i �̇
p
n (13)

where Mn(xj) are shape functions.
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Using these relations in Equation (4) leads to an element matrix for elements in the plastic
range of the following form: [

Ke Kep

KTep Kp

][
Ḋ

U̇p

]
=

[
Ḟ1

Ḟ2

]
(14)

where
Knme =

∫
V
[EnijLijklE

m
kl] dV (15)

is the elastic sti�ness matrix,
Knmep = −

∫
V
[EnijLijklmklM

m] dV (16)

is a matrix of dimension force,

Knmp =
∫
V

[
mijLijklmklMmMn+ h

(
MmMn+AijMm

;j M
n
; i+

1
2 Bi(M

m
; i M

n+MmMn
; i )+CM

mMn)] dV
(17)

is a matrix of dimension energy.
The right-hand side of Equation (14) consists of

Ḟ
n
1 =

∫
S
ṪiN ni dS (18)

which is the conventional external force vector, and

Ḟ
n
2 =

∫
S
ṫMn dS (19)

which is the higher order traction vector.
The structure of the element matrix is similar to that explored by de Borst et al. (see

References [13, 14]), within the strain gradient theory of Aifantis [11], in that the plastic
strains are treated as free variables and the yield condition is satis�ed in a weak sense.
However, when it comes to the treatment of boundary conditions several di�erences from
References [13] and [14] will be mentioned in the next section.
The �nite element meshes used for solution of the problems considered in the present paper

consists of quadrilaterals each subdivided by the diagonals into four triangles. The triangles
are linear in ui, and linear in �p, which means that k= l=3 in the above equations. A three
point integration rule is used for the integration of Kp, in order to avoid spurious modes for
the incremental e�ective plastic strain �eld [14]. Load integration is carried out using the
Forward Euler method.

4. COMPUTATIONAL AND MODELLING DETAILS

The numerical algorithm used to obtain the numerical results is presented in this section.
After each increment in external load (or displacement) the stress state is known within each
triangular element. For each quadrilateral an average value of the stress tensor is found. Nodal
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values of the stress tensor in each corner node of the quadrilaterals are found as the average of
the stress tensors in the quadrilaterals connected to a corner node. The stresses are interpolated
using standard bilinear shape functions expressed in natural co-ordinates. The gradient of �ij
is evaluated in the centre of each quadrilateral, de�ned as the origin of the natural co-ordinate
system for the quadrilateral. The gradient of mij is evaluated through

mij; k =
3
2

sij;k�e − sij 32 spqspq; k�e

�2e
(20)

and mij and mij; k is then used to �nd Aij , Bi, and C for each quadrilateral. The e�ective plastic
strain, Ep, is updated for each triangle, using mij , �̇

p, and �̇p; k for the triangle and Aij , Bi, and
C for the quadrilateral containing the triangle.
The sti�ness matrix for the next increment is formed on the basis of Ep, and mij for each

triangular element, and again using Aij , Bi, and C for the quadrilateral containing the triangle.
At an external boundary of a region undergoing plastic deformation both conventional

and higher order boundary conditions must be speci�ed. At a free surface where there is no
constraint of plastic �ow (i.e. dislocations pass through the surface unimpeded), the appropriate
higher order condition is that there be no constraint on �̇p, which is equivalent to the natural
boundary condition �̇ini = 0. At a strongly bonded interface with a sti� solid which does
not deform plastically, the higher order boundary condition is �̇p = 0. This is the appropriate
continuum condition that models the fact that dislocations cannot reach the interface and form
pile-ups.
Conditions at an internal boundary separating a plastically deforming region from an elastic

region in a homogeneous solid require careful consideration. From a physical standpoint,
dislocations are free to pass through the current elastic-plastic boundary, and they necessarily
do so if the boundary moves as the overall deformation proceeds. This implies that plastic
�ow should not be constrained at the boundary in a continuum model, i.e. no constraint on
�̇p in the present formulation. In this sense, the condition is no di�erent from conventional
plasticity. However, the consequence of no constraint on �̇p in the higher order theory is that
�̇ini=0 is enforced at the boundary as a natural boundary condition. The traction rate, ṫ= �̇ini,
is thereby continuous across the elastic-plastic boundary. An alternative to that just described,
that has been discussed [13], takes �̇p = 0 at the elastic-plastic boundary. In Reference [14],
C1-continuity of �̇p throughout the entire body is used to ensure that both �̇p = 0 and �̇p; ini=0
holds at the elastic-plastic boundary. These conditions can be shown to result in �̇ini=0 at
the boundary by aid of Equation (7). The proper higher order condition modelling plastic
�ow at the elastic-plastic boundary in a continuum theory for a homogeneous solid remains
open for discussion. In this paper, we assume that there is no constraint on plastic �ow at an
elastic-plastic boundary, as would be the case in conventional continuum plasticity.
Plastic loading is initiated once �e becomes larger than the initial yield stress, �y. Unloading

of an element along the elastic moduli, is started when the solution has found a negative
increment of the e�ective plastic strain within the element in the previous increment.
In the elastic region the free variables for the plastic strain increments are disabled through

setting Kep to zero when forming the element matrix in Equation (14). Furthermore, Kp is
put equal to some small number times the identity matrix (in practical calculations this small
number is chosen to be 10−8E), since this prevents the element matrix for elastic elements to
have any signi�cant contribution to the solution of the plastic strain increments of the nodes
on the boundary, at the same time as it prevents singularity of the global system matrix.
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical investigations of three problems have been carried out. Shear and tension of an
elastic-plastic slab between two rigid substrates are studied. Attention is paid to the higher
order boundary conditions imposed at the substrates. Finally, indentation by a �at punch of a
rectangular solid on a rigid substrate is studied.

5.1. Shear of a �nite slab

In this section results are presented on the shear under plane strain conditions of a slab of
height 2H and width 2L occupying the region: −L6x16L and −H6x26H (see Figure 1).
The top and bottom edges along x2 = ± H are bonded to rigid platens that are displaced
horizontally according to u1 =U on x2 =H and u1 =−U on x2 =−H with u2 = 0. The ends
of the slab along x1 = ± L are traction free. The material in all the examples to be presented
in this paper has �0 =�y=E=0:01, Poisson’s ratio, �=0:3, and stress hardening exponent,
n=5. Gradients in this problem arise from two sources: (i) the traction free ends and (ii) any
constraint on plastic �ow at the rigid platens. The x1-independent solution for the in�nite long
slab (L→∞) according to conventional theory has no gradients of strain in the x2 direction.
Consider �rst the in�nitely long slab, which was discussed by Fleck and Hutchinson [12].
Assuming no constraint on plastic �ow at the platens, the conventional solution for the in�nite
slab is also the solution for the strain gradient plasticity version of the problem. This is an
example for which strain gradients do not ‘naturally’ occur in the conventional approach. If
plastic �ow is constrained at the platens such that �̇p = 0 at x2 = ±H , gradients are introduced
and the conventional theory no longer applies. For this problem the three length parameters
combine in the solution into a single length parameter. Moreover, for this example the one-
parameter version of the theory can be brought into coincidence with the multi-parameter

version if l∗=
√

4
5 l
2
1 + l

2
2 +

6
5 l
2
3 [12]. For both constrained and unconstrained cases, the work

Figure 1. A slab of material between rigid platens is analysed under shear deformation. The elastic-plastic
solid occupies the region −L6x16L and −H6x26H , and the platens are displaced the distance 2U

relative to each other in the direction of the x1-axis.
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Figure 2. Shear responses for an in�nite slab for a conventional material, and for two gradient dependent
materials with full constraint on plastic �ow at the platens.

Figure 3. Shear responses for gradient dependent slabs of aspect ratios of 1 and 5. One set
of curves show results with full constraint on plastic �ow at the platens, while the other
set of curves show results with no constraint on plastic �ow at the platens. The material

length scales are de�ned by l1=H = l2=H = l3=H = 1
2 .

increment per unit area on the top and bottom faces is T dU where T =�12. Curves of the
shear traction, T , at the top and bottom of the slab as a function of the overall shear strain,
U=H , are presented in Figure 2 for the limit l∗=0 (the conventional result) and for two
values of l∗, both with zero plastic strain enforced at the platens.
The e�ect of the traction free ends in the �nite width slabs according to the strain gradient

theory is seen in Figure 3 where overall shearing curves are presented as the average shear
traction, �T , as a function of U=H for two slab aspect ratios. All the curves have been computed
for the multi-parameter version of the theory with l1=H = l2=H = l3=H = 1

2 . Included in this
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Figure 4. Shear responses for a slab of aspect ratio L=H =1 with full constraint on plastic �ow at the
platens. For each of the upper 4 curves one of the length parameter is put equal to H=2, with all other
length parameters put equal to zero. The lower curve shows the response for a conventional solid.

�gure are results for both constrained (�̇p = 0) and unconstrained (ṫ=0) plastic �ow at the
platens. (Plastic �ow at the ends is unconstrained.) The in�uence of the �nite aspect ratio
shows up even in the elastic range where higher order e�ects are entirely absent. In the
plastic range, the �nite aspect of the slab induces gradients of strain in the conventional
solution, and thus there is an in�uence on the apparent hardening even when the plastic �ow
is unconstrained at the platens. Indeed, for the square slab (L=H =1), the e�ect of constraining
the plastic �ow at the platens provides a relatively small additional hardening. For the higher
aspect ratio (L=H =5), constraint on plastic �ow produces most of the elevation in hardening,
as would be expected from the limit for the in�nite slab. Now, the case where plastic �ow is
unconstrained at the platens is not very di�erent from the conventional solution (not shown).
Further results for shear of the square slab (L=H =1) for di�erent choices for the material

length parameters are presented in Figure 4. Several interesting features are revealed in this
plot. The conventional solution falls below the corresponding curve for the in�nite slab in
Figure 2. This is due to the fact that the shear stress vanishes on the ends reducing sti�ness
in both the elastic and plastic ranges. It can also be seen that the single parameter version
of the gradient theory (l∗=H = 1

2) falls below the curve for the corresponding in�nite slab
in Figure 2. By contrast, the multi-parameter versions all predict higher hardening than the
corresponding results for an in�nite slab of the same material. The di�erence in behaviour
predicted for the multi-parameter and the single parameter versions arises from the measures
of the gradients of plastic strain involved in the two versions. In the single parameter ver-
sion, only the gradient of the e�ective plastic strain, �̇p; i, is used in the measure, while in
the multi-parameter version, all components, �̇pij; k , enter the measure. At the free edges, it
can be shown that �̇p;1 = 0 for the single parameter version (�̇

p
; ini=0 is a consequence of the

natural boundary condition), and thus there is no gradient contribution in the vicinity of the
edges. There is a non-zero gradient contribution at the edges according to the multi-parameter
versions.
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Figure 5. Tension responses for an in�nite slab. The lower curve shows results for a con-
ventional material, while the upper curve shows the response for a material with l0=H =1,

and full constraint on the plastic �ow at the platens.

The numerical results presented here for the shear problem, and also for the tension problem
in the next section, are all performed using 10 quadrilaterals of aspect ratio one through the
half thickness of the slab. For the gradient dependent analyses the results obtained do not
change signi�cantly when using more elements. On the other hand, conventional analyses with
inhomogeneous stress states tend to be more sensitive to mesh re�nement within the present
numerical framework, and somewhat softer responses would be predicted for these problems,
when using more re�ned meshes.

5.2. Normal separation of a �nite slab

Rigid platens attached to the same rectangular slab considered in the previous section are now
subject to normal separation, i.e. u1 = 0, u2 =V on x2 =H and u1 = 0, u2 = −V on x2 = −H .
The material parameters governing the stress–strain curve are the same as those used in the
shear analysis.
The in�nite slab experiences deformation that is independent of position with uniaxial

straining at each point, and hence gradient e�ects can only arise as result of constraint of
plastic �ow at the platens. The plastic strain has �̇p11 = �̇

p
33 = − �̇p22=2. The lateral plastic strain

components are necessarily accompanied by o�setting elastic strains such that �̇11 = �̇33 = 0.
As a consequence, the slope of the traction–separation relation, T =�22 versus V=H , scales
with the elastic modulus in the plastic range and a large mean stress develops. Two traction–
separation curves for the in�nite slab are plotted in Figure 5, one for the conventional solid

and the other for the multi-parameter strain gradient solid with l0 =
√

9
10 l

2
1 +

8
5 l
2
3 and �̇

p = 0
imposed at the interface with the rigid platens. For the in�nite slab in uniaxial straining, l2
has no in�uence and the other parameters combine to give l0. The single parameter version
gives identical predictions with l∗= l0. The e�ect of the strain gradients on hardening is
relatively small because the slope is dominated by the accompanying elastic strains. If the
plastic strain was unconstrained at the platen interface there would be no di�erence between
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Figure 6. Tension responses for a slab of aspect ratio L=H =1 with full constraint on plastic �ow at the
platens. For each of the upper 4 curves one of the length parameter is put equal to H=2, with all other
length parameters put equal to zero. The lower curve shows the response for a conventional solid.

the conventional solid and the strain gradient solid because the conventional problem has no
strain gradients.
The large mean stress is relaxed in the vicinity of the free ends, and a square slab experi-

ences much larger separation at a given average normal traction, �T , than is the case for the
in�nite slab, as can be seen in Figure 6. In this plot, the four curves for the strain gradient
solids are all computed with �̇p = 0 imposed at the interface with the rigid platens. The con-
ventional result is also included, which now has non-zero strain gradients due to the e�ect of
the traction-free ends. The single parameter version for a length parameter, l∗=H =0:5, pro-
duces considerably less hardening ampli�cation than the multi-parameter versions with length
scales of the same magnitude. This di�erence is attributed to the same restricted dependence
on the gradients of plastic strain discussed in connection with the shear problem. Note that
even though l2 gives rise to no extra hardening for the in�nite slab, it nevertheless has almost
an identical e�ect on hardening as l3 for the square slab.
Results for two aspect ratios are shown in Figure 7 for the conventional solid and for

the multi-parameter gradient solid with l1=H = l2=H = l3=H = 1
2 . In addition, the e�ect of

constraining plastic �ow at the platens versus unconstrained �ow is also presented. As ex-
pected, the larger aspect ratio slab has a signi�cantly higher traction–separation curve due to
the build up of mean stress in the central section of the slab. Nevertheless, both slabs dis-
play a strong in�uence of gradient e�ects on the apparent hardening. On the other hand, for
this deformation the e�ect of constraint on the plastic �ow, versus no constraint, is relatively
small.

5.3. Indentation by a �at punch

Plane strain indentation by a rigid �at punch into a rectangular elastic-plastic solid is con-
sidered. The in-plane dimensions of the body are 2H ×H (Figure 8), the punch force per
unit depth is P, and the width of the punch is 2c. The conditions along the boundary of the
slab and a rigid substrate (Ss) are that the displacements vanish with no constraint on plastic
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Figure 7. Tension responses for slabs of aspect ratios of 1 and 5. One set of curves
show results for a gradient dependent material with full constraint on plastic �ow at the
platens, while the other set of curves show results for a gradient dependent material with
no constraint on plastic �ow at the platens. The material length scales are de�ned by

l1=H = l2=H = l3=H = 1
2 . The third set of curves show the conventional responses.

Figure 8. Indentation of a rigid rectangular indenter into an elastic-plastic
solid on a rigid substrate is considered.

�ow such that the higher order traction vanishes. Along the interface between the punch and
the slab (Sp), the vertical displacement increment, u̇2 = V̇ , is prescribed with u̇1 = 0 and no
constraint on plastic �ow. Selected results have been obtained with plastic �ow constrained to
be zero on Sp, as will be discussed below. The material is again characterized by �y=E=0:01,
�=0:3 and n=5. In the numerical examples, c=H =0:1.
Figure 9 displays the indentation curves in the form of P=(2c�y) as a function of V=(�0c)

for the conventional solid and for solids with several choices of length parameters. It is
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Figure 9. Punch responses for conventional and gradient dependent material behaviour. For each of the
upper 3 curves one of the length parameters in the multi-parameter theory is put equal to c=2, with
all other length parameters put equal to zero. The lower curves show the responses for a conventional

solid, and for a gradient dependent material with l∗=c=1.

Figure 10. Punch response for di�erent values of l= l1 = l2 = l3.

evident that for this problem each of the length parameters in the multi-parameter version has
essentially the same in�uence as the others. The apparent hardening when l1=c= 1

2 (or l2=c=
1
2 ,

or l2=c= 1
2) is appreciable. Apparent hardening predicted by the single parameter version is

comparatively much less, even when its length parameter l∗ is doubled. The e�ect of the length
parameters acting in combination, l= l1 = l2 = l3, is shown in Figure 10. Associated contours
of the e�ective plastic strain, �p, for both the conventional problem and for the multi-parameter
version with l=c= 1

2 are shown in Figure 11, in each case at the same indentation displacement,
V=(�0c). The larger force required to produce the indentation in the strain gradient solid gives
rise to a larger plastic zone. At the same time, the plastic strain gradients are diminished in
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Figure 11. Contours of e�ective plastic strain, �p, for a punch indentation given by V=(c�0)= 50: (a)
Shows results for a conventional solid; and (b) shows the results for a strain gradient dependent solid

with l1=c= l2=c= l3=c= 1
2 . The shaded areas show the plastic zones.

the strain gradient solid. Generally, gradient hardening tends to smooth out gradients in plastic
strain by hardening material in regions of high gradients relative to that in regions where the
gradients are not so large.
Finally, the above results have been recalculated with two other boundary conditions under

the punch: (i) frictionless interface (�12 = 0) and (ii) full constraint on plastic �ow (�p = 0).
These alternative conditions resulted in very small changes in the indentation curves. Thus,
for indentation the issue of constraint of plastic �ow under the indenter appears to be incon-
sequential. The ’natural’ gradients dominate the size dependent hardening.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The basic plane strain problems studied in this paper reveal several aspects of size e�ects for
micron scale solid objects expected on the basis of strain gradient plasticity theory. Previous
work has established that the material length parameters introduced in the theory when �t
to experimental test data typically lie in the range from roughly one half a micron to two
microns. Given the results presented here for the deformation of rectangular slabs by shear,
normal tension and punch loads, one should expect size-dependent behaviour to set in when
the smallest slab dimension (or the size of the punch) is on the order of roughly ten microns
or smaller. The examples have brought out the importance of blockage of plastic �ow at
the boundary separating elastic and plastic regions. The constraint due to blockage of slip or
dislocation motion cannot be modelled within the context of conventional plasticity theory. In
problems where conventional theory predicts no gradients in plastic strain, the constraint on
plastic �ow will generally give rise to gradients and a resulting size e�ect. In some problems
such as the punch problem or the slab with a low aspect ratio, the ’natural’ gradients already
give rise to a signi�cant size e�ect and the e�ect of constraint on plastic �ow plays a relatively
less important role.
The formulation of the strain gradient theory employed here takes the e�ective plastic strain

as one of the unknown �eld quantities and essentially treats it on a footing similar to the
displacement components in the numerical analysis. The advantages of this formulation for
numerical work were laid out by Reference [13–16]. For the most part, the present numerical
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scheme has followed that presented by these authors. One issue that needs further attention
is the physically correct continuity, or jump, conditions at the boundary between a plastic
deforming region advancing into an elastic region. Here, we have argued that there should be
no constraint on the increment of the amplitude of plastic strain on the loading side of the
boundary on the physical grounds that dislocation motion, or slip, is not constrained there.
This suggests that the solution must allow for a jump in the increment of plastic strain across
an elastic-plastic boundary. More attention to the physical basis as well as the numerical
representation may be called for.
The numerical examples bring out the di�erence between the multi-parameter version of the

theory that involves the full tensor of the gradients of plastic strain and the single parameter
version that is based solely on �̇p; i. The examples illustrate that quantitative details of the
size e�ect depend rather strongly on the theory invoked. Based on experimental data that is
currently available, Fleck and Hutchinson [12] have argued that the multi-parameter version
must be used if the theory is expected to be applicable to a wide range of phenomena
embracing both stretch and shearing-type gradients. The present examples reinforce this �nding
in the sense that here it is observed that in some problems the two versions give quite
comparable predictions, while in others they are quantitatively di�erent.
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